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Abstract
The high cost associated with debugging of computer software has motivated development of semi-automatic fault localization techniques. Such techniques assist developers in locating faulty code by ranking program statements according to their likelihood of being faulty. The ranking is done by automated analysis of test coverage or execution profile data. A variety of fault localization techniques utilizing different types of ranking functions have been proposed in the past. In this paper, we present a new fault localization technique where we have used genetic programming to find a highly effective ranking function. First, we divide frequently appearing fault types into four subsets. We then identify potentially useful execution profiles and use genetic programming to search for a new improved ranking function for each fault type individually. Finally, we merge the ranking lists provided by the four ranking functions into a final aggregated ranking list, which is used by the developer to search for faulty code. We evaluated the efficiency of our technique using execution profile data from two programs, GCC and SPACE, and compared it to the efficiency of two existing fault localization techniques. The result shows that our approach is highly effective, as we can locate more than 90% of the faults by examining the top 20% of the statements in the ranking list. The improvement in efficiency is about 10% compared to Lightweight fault localization and 20% compared the Tarantula technique.
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1. Introduction

Debugging is a time consuming and expensive activity in software development. Locating faulty code within a program has been recognized as the most challenging step in debugging [14]. For this reason, extensive research efforts have been devoted to the development of techniques for software fault localization. The aim of such techniques is to guide developers in the process of finding faulty code.

Generally, software fault localization can be divided into two activities. The first involves using an automated analysis of program properties for providing a list of program entities (statements, methods, branches, etc.) that are deemed suspicious of being faulty. In the second activity, the developer manually checks the correctness of the suspicious program entities according to a priority scheme, or suspiciousness ranking, produced by the automated analysis.

A variety of techniques for automated fault localization have been investigated in the past. Some techniques reduce the debugging search domain by dividing the program into segments. These techniques are in some papers called slice-based techniques (e.g., [18]). Other techniques are using instrumentation and evaluation of predicates in the program to generate a ranking list of suspicious predicates that developers use to find the fault. These techniques are called statistic-based techniques [9].

An important family of fault localization techniques is those that use execution profiles to rank the suspiciousness of program statements. These techniques are in some papers called spectrum-based fault localization (e.g., [3] and [19]). An execution profile, a.k.a. a program spectrum, characterizes the behavior of a program for a given set of inputs or test cases [16]. Examples of execution profiles that are used for fault localization include statement coverage [2, 3, 4, 5], branch coverage [2, 3], du-pair coverage [2] and intra-procedural path coverage [7].
A well-known execution profile-based technique is Tarantula [4]. It uses pass/fail information for each test case, and information about executed program entities (statements, branches and methods) as inputs to the ranking function.

In general, execution profile-based fault localization has two main components. An execution profile and a ranking function. The execution profile consists of coverage information collected for a set of test cases. In addition, it also contain information about the outcome of each test case, i.e., whether the program failed or passed the test. The ranking function uses the execution profile information to calculate values of suspiciousness for statements or code segments in the program. Examples of existing ranking functions include the Tarantula function [4], the Ochiai coefficient [2], and the CBI function used in statistical debugging [6].

The possible choices of execution profiles and ranking functions constitute a design space for constructing execution profile-based fault localization techniques. The exploration of this design space for finding more accurate techniques is a key research issue, since also a small improvement in the fault localization accuracy is of direct benefit to a developer. For example, if we can improve the ranking position of a faulty statement with 1%, such as from rank 3000 to rank 2000, for a program with 100K statements, then the developer needs to investigate 1000 fewer statements before the fault is found.

In the literature, each of the existing execution profile-based fault localization techniques contributes with one or a few points in the design space by exploring one or several execution profile type and a ranking method. Till now, existing work in this area has only covered a tiny portion of the design space. Many potentially useful types of execution profiles, such as program state coverage, have not yet been explored. A recent study by Santelices et al [2] suggests that the effectiveness of an
execution profiles depends on the nature of the faults. This means that an execution profile that is highly effective in locating certain fault types could do a poor job in locating other fault types. For example, a predicate profile might be good at locating faults that are related to wrong branch condition, while an information flow profile might be good at locating faults that are related to wrong assignments.

Inspired by the work of Santelices et al, we believe that the combination of multiple execution profiles is a promising way toward finding more efficient and effective fault localization techniques. Designing such a technique is however a challenging task as the choices of execution profiles and the way to combine them in the ranking method are many. In this thesis, we use genetic programming to automate the search for effective ranking functions.

Genetic programming is a general technique for finding efficient or optimal solutions to a given problem. It simulates the process of problem solving in an evolutionary way. This means that the solution to a given problem will evolve until the user accepts it. Based on this, we formulate a search space, which can be described as a large number of execution based fault localization techniques. Our aim is to try to search and evaluate a large number of possible solutions to find the best one. In this case, we can get a new execution profile-based fault localization technique at the end and know that this technique is better than most of the technique in the search space.

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. We describe related work in execution profile-based fault localization in Section 2. In Section 3, we provide a short introduction to genetic programming and discuss how we use it to search for effective ranking functions. Section 4 describes three techniques for combining data from different execution profiles for fault localization. In Section 5 we describe how our experiments were designed and implemented. Section 6 presents our experimental results. Conclusions and suggestions for future work are given in Section 7.
2. Related work

In this section, we give an introduction to execution profile-based fault localization and describe two existing fault localization techniques, Tarantula [4] and Lightweight fault localization [2]. In Section 2.1, we describe twelve different execution profiles that can be used for fault localization. Overviews of Tarantula and Lightweight fault localization are given in Section 2.2 and Section 2.3, respectively.

2.1. Execution profiles

Execution profile-based fault localization uses information collected during program execution to rank the suspiciousness of each statement in a program, subprogram or a block of code. The execution profile data is collected while the program is subjected to a set of test cases. This data reflects different aspects of the program execution such as which statements, branches, blocks and paths that are executed during execution of the test cases. The ranking function uses this information to produce a ranking list of suspicious program statements.

We use several types of execution profiles as input to genetic programming to find a method to combine different execution profiles and to generate efficient ranking functions. There are four execution profiles that are popular among fault localization researchers: statement coverage [2, 3, 4, 5], branch coverage [2, 3], du-pair coverage [2] and path coverage [7]. We use these four and another eight execution profiles when we search for ranking functions via genetic programming.
**Statement coverage** consists of execution trace information in terms of how each test case covers the executable statements and the corresponding pass/fail execution result.

**Branch coverage** measures which possible branches are followed during the execution of a test case. Sometimes faults are triggered only when a specific branch is taken. Santelices et al [2] combines branch coverage, statement coverage and DU-pair coverage in their approach call Lightweight fault localization. Their results show that the use of branch coverage made it easier to locate faults such as a missing branch statement or a wrong branch assignment, as well as those that are triggered by a specific branch.

**Path coverage** counts the number of times each acyclic path within a program or block of code is executed. Path coverage is computational expensive to measure, but provides more information about a program’s dynamic behavior than statement coverage, basic block coverage or edge coverage, which are simpler to measure. A technique for efficient path profiling is presented by Ball and Larus in [15]. This technique profiles each procedure separately and is therefore known as an intra-procedural path profiling technique. Examples of fault localization techniques that use path coverage are described in [7] and [16].

**DU-pair coverage.** A DU-pair is a pair consisting of the definition and the use of a program variable. Using DU-pair coverage can simplify identification of faults that are related to erroneous handling of variables. Missing assignments or assigning the wrong value to a variable are examples of such faults.

**Predicate coverage** measures the outcome of instrumented predicates inserted at selected program points. A variety of predicates can be used for fault localization. In
[20], the authors use predicates related to branches, function return values and scalar pairs for statistical bug isolation.

**Function coverage** tracks function calls and records their execution information.

**Block coverage** is similar to statement coverage, but uses basic blocks rather than individual statements as the measured entity.

**Supersede coverage** is a special version of statement coverage. Let \( X_y \) denote the number of failed test cases that execute statement \( y \). The supersede coverage for statement \( i \) is defined as the cardinality of the set of statements \( S = \{ s \mid X_s > X_i \} \). That is, the supercede coverage for statement \( i \) is equal to the number statements which has a value of \( X \) that is greater than \( X_i \).

**Surpass coverage** for statement \( i \) is the number of statements having a value of \( X \) that is less than \( X_i \). That is, the supersede coverage for statement \( i \) is defined as the cardinality of the set of statements \( S = \{ s \mid X_s < X_i \} \).

**Equivalent coverage.** For a statement \( i \), the equivalent coverage measures the number of statements that have been executed by the same number of pass and fail test cases as statement \( i \).

**Total Coverage** is equal to total number of test cases (fail or pass) that executes a given statement.

The supersede, surpass, total, and equivalent coverage can be viewed as special execution profiles since they are represented by single variables in the genetic programming approach.
2.2. Tarantula

In the Tarantula technique [4], the execution profile is statement coverage and the ranking method is the heuristic formula shown in Figure 1. Failed Nr(S) is the number of failed test cases that execute statement(S). Passed Nr(S) is the number of passed test cases that execute statement(S). The variable Total Failed Cases is the total number of failed test cases. Total Passed Cases is the total number of passed test cases.

\[
ranking(S) = \frac{Failed Nr(S)}{Total Failed Cases} - \frac{Failed Nr(S)}{Total Failed Cases} + \frac{Passed Nr(S)}{Total Passed Cases}
\]

Figure 1- The Tarantula ranking function

Figure 2 illustrates how Tarantula works with a simple example. This example is taken from [4]. The black dots in the column denoted Test cases indicate which statements that are executed for a given test case. For example, the test case, x=3, y=3, z=5, executes statement 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 13. We can see that statement 7 is assigned the highest value of suspiciousness. Consequently, Tarantula successfully pinpoints the faulty statement for this example.
2.3. Lightweight fault-localization using multiple coverage types

Figure 3 shows the result of applying three different execution profile-based fault localization techniques on 43 real faults, as reported in [2]. These three techniques apply the Tarantula ranking formula (shown in Figure 1) on statement coverage profile, branch coverage profile, and Du-Pair coverage profile, respectively. Their results are shown as points of three different colors/shapes. In the diagram, the y-axis represents the effectiveness of a fault localization technique, measured by percentage of code that developers need to examine before they find the fault when they follow the ranking result produced by a certain technique. The x-axis presents the index of the fault.
Figure 3 – Fault Localization using Statement Branch Du-pair reported in [2].

From Figure 3, we can observe that different execution profiles are effective at locating different types of faults. For example, fault 12 is best located with the statement coverage profile, fault 13 is best located with the du-pair coverage profile, and fault 15 is best located with the branch coverage profile. Therefore, none of the three techniques is ideal. In [2], the authors suggest to combine the three execution profiles toward a way to meet an ideal method, which is illustrated by the black curve in Figure 4.

Figure 4 - Ideal method in [2]

Note that fault #35 still requires the developer to examine more than 50% of statements, i.e., half the total source codes, to locate the fault. This observation
suggests that this curve still not represents the result of an ideal fault localization technique.

Table 1 - Example from Santelices et al [2].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stmt Nr</th>
<th>Branch Coverage</th>
<th>DU-pair Coverage</th>
<th>Avg.Score</th>
<th>Avg.Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Score</td>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>Score</td>
<td>Rank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7(Faulty)</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows how the lightweight fault localization technique combines different execution profiles into a single ranking function. If we only use branch coverage, the faulty statement is ranked as the second most suspicious statement. If we use du-pair coverage instead, the faulty statement is ranked as the third most suspicious statement. Now suppose we combine the two execution profiles, then the faulty statement is ranked as the most suspicious statement. The method to combine two execution profiles is simply to calculate the average score as the final ranking score for each statement. The reason the combination of execution profile leads to better result is that statement 6 and 7 are in the same branch, so the pass/fail data are the same, which means that the ranking values also are the same. However, statement 6 and 7 are in different du-pairs, which causes statement 7 to rank higher than statement 6 in the du-pair coverage profile. Hence, if we use the average score as the ranking value, the faulty statement 7 is given and highest rank.

3. Genetic programming

In this section, we describe what genetic programming is and how genetic programming can be used to search for effective ranking functions.

Genetic programming is an evolutionary algorithm-based methodology to produce computer programs (or algorithms) that can solve a given problem.
A genetic algorithm encodes the solution to a given problem as a string representing an expression like the one shown in Figure 5. Each solution is called an individual. The entire set of individuals is called a population. We evaluate the fitness of each individual according to the usefulness of solving the given problem. To create the next generation, we need a set of genetic operations to create new individuals from the previous generation. An individual which has a higher fitness value has a higher chance of being chosen to propagate to the next generation. This means that next generation contains many individuals which contain one or more component from good individuals of the previous generation. The ranking functions in the first generation are generated randomly and are therefore not likely to achieve high fitness values. However, the solutions improve rapidly within a few generations.

The procedure of genetic programming can be divided into 4 steps:

1. Randomly generate a set of possible solutions (individuals) to the problem.
2. Test each possible solution against the problem using a fitness function.
3. Keep the best solutions, and use them to generate new possible solutions.
4. Repeat the previous three steps until either an acceptable solution is found, or the algorithm has iterated through a given number of cycles (generations)

![Tree representation of a ranking function](image)
3.1. Representation of expressions

In our case, individuals are represented by a tree structure containing a set of math operators, and a set of variables from different execution profiles.

**Variables of each execution profile**

As we collect data for a given execution profile, we get four types of values: 1) the number of failed test cases, 2) number of passed test cases, 3) number of failed test cases that executed the profile entity, and 4) number of passed test cases that executed the profile entity. Here profile entity corresponds to the profile type, e.g., statement coverage, path coverage, du-pair coverage. When programmers check a program for faults, they directly focus on statements. So each profile entity should be determined for each individual statement.

Hence, each execution profile can be represented by four variables.

For execution profile X:

- **Totalfail**, represent the total number of failed test cases.
- **Totalpass**, represent the total number of passed test cases.
- **FailX(S)**, represent the number of failed test cases that executed profile X’s entity related to statement S.
- **PassX(S)**, represent the number of passed test cases that executed profile X’s entity related to statement S.

Thus, an execution profile consists of a table with at least four entries for each statement. In some execution profiles, there can be multiple entries for one statement. An example of this is given in Figure 6, where the table containing the path coverage data contains multiple entries for statement 1 and statement 3. The multiple entries appear because one statement can be included in several paths.
Mathematical Operators

We use the following mathematical operators in the search for effective ranking functions: Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Division, Logrithm and Exponent. We limit ourselves to these mathematical operators to ensure that the formulas do not get too complicated.

3.2. Genetic operators

Genetic operators are used for generating a new generation of individuals. They are a key element in genetic programming, as they control the evolution process.

Replication

To guarantee that the good individuals survive the evolution process, the best individuals are copied to the next generation. This set of individuals is about 10-50% of whole population. Normally, the default percentage is 20% in genetic programming.

Mutation

Mutation can be divided into two sub-operators: node mutation and sub-tree mutation. In node mutation, we randomly choose a node, and replace it with another node of the same type. If the chosen node holds an execution profile variable, it is replaced with a node representing another execution profile variable. If the node holds a mathematical operator, it is replaced with node holding a different mathematical operator.

In sub-tree mutation, a sub-tree is randomly selected and replaced with a new randomly generated sub-tree.

Crossover

Crossover operator is used to exchange two nodes which are randomly selected in two individuals. This creates two new individuals in the next generation.
4. Definition of ranking functions

Our approach is to use genetic programming to find efficient ranking functions which use data from many execution profiles. Our goal is to find a ranking function that is more efficient than those previously published in the literature. To this end, we have developed a Java program that uses an open source library for genetic programming called JGAP.

The input to this program is a set of mathematical operators, Add, Subtract, Multiply, Divide, Log, Exp, and the names of variables from the 12 execution profiles.

After we get a ranking function from genetic programming, the evaluation of this ranking function is an important part too. If we get one ranking function, which contains component variables from several execution profiles, we need to design how to pick the passed/failed values in different execution profiles, since some execution profiles have multiple entries for one statement, just like path coverage in Figure 6. If we get several ranking functions we need to design how to combine them.

To evaluate a ranking function, we need to pick the values from the matrix of execution profiles and apply them to ranking function to calculate the ranking value for each statement. Finally, each statement has a ranking value; we sort the program according to these values and check where the faulty statement is. Then we know how well this ranking function is.

We have investigated three methods for combining execution profiles.

**Combination Method 1:**

In this method we try to learn a single ranking function which contains different execution profile variables. In order to solve the multiple entries problems, we need to
associate different execution profiles one by one. That means we try to calculate all the possible ranking values for a statement when we pick the values from different execution profiles.

Figure 6 shows that in path coverage, statement 1 and 3 are executed by two paths separately. Therefore, statements 1 and 3 both have 2 entries from different paths. When we calculate the ranking value for statement 1, there is one possible value to pick for statement 1 in statement coverage and two possible values to pick in path coverage. Hence, the merge table should have 2 rows data for statement 1. Similarly, if a ranking function contains variables from branch coverage, path coverage and du-pair coverage and there are 2 entries in branch coverage 3 entries in path coverage and 4 entries in du-pair coverage for one statement. The possible number of ranking values for this statement is $2 \times 3 \times 4 = 24$, which means that there are 24 rows data for this statement in the merge table. Among the 24 possible ranking values, we pick the highest as this statement’s final ranking value.

Unfortunately, it took us more than 12 hours to produce one generation with this combination technique. The reason was that the execution time increases rapidly with
the number of profile variables that are associated with each statement. In our experiment, there are 5000 individuals in one population and 400 faults are used to evaluate the ranking function. Each fault is represented by data for 6000 statements. If we assume that there are 50 possible combinations for each statement, then the number of calculations required to produce one generation is $6000 \times 5000 \times 50 \times 400 = 6000 0000 0000$. This number does not include the sorting and compare operation. Due to this high computational complexity we had to give up this combination method.

**Combination Method 2:**

In method 2, we learn the best ranking function for each execution profile individually. This means that we obtain one ranking list for each execution profile. For profiles affected by the multiple entries problem, we pick the highest ranking value of a statement as its ranking value. The different ranking lists are merged into a single ranking list by assigning to each statement a ranking value that is equal to the sum of the statement’s ranking values for each execution profile. While the execution time for this method was acceptable, the results were poor. For this method, we encounter situations where we use ranking values based on branch coverage for locating bugs which are not associated with branches, which is ineffective. We therefore believe that this method is unlikely to produce ranking functions that more accurate than those used in existing fault localization techniques.

**Combination Method 3:**

In method 3, we learn four ranking functions. Each ranking function is associated with a specific fault type. The fault types are: (1) missing conditional statement, missing condition, (2) missing variable assignment, missing function call, (3) wrong variable assignment, wrong function parameter, wrong function call, and (4) wrong branch condition, missing term, missing branch. We merge the four ranking list into a single ranking list by selecting for each statement the best ranking value (lowest
number) as the statement’s ranking value. This procedure is illustrated in Table 2 with three ranking functions.

Table 2 - Combination of several ranking functions based on best value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stmt. No.</th>
<th>Formula1(Ranking position)</th>
<th>Formula2(Ranking position)</th>
<th>Formula3(Ranking position)</th>
<th>Final ranking position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>827</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>763</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>748</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One of the design goals for this combination method is to improve localization of faults that are difficult to locate using a single ranking function. Table 3 shows the ranking positions assigned to three real faults from the GCC program by method 3 and by the Tarantula ranking function. The table shows that all three faults are difficult to locate. Tarantula assigns them ranking values between 59 and 97, while our method assigns them with ranking values between 15 and 61. Hence, for these faults combination method 3 shows a significant improvement over the Tarantula technique, even though the rankings are far from the perfect result (rank No.1).

Table 3- Example of Method 3 from GCC program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Faults</th>
<th>Ranking function1(Ranking position)</th>
<th>Ranking function2(Ranking position)</th>
<th>Ranking function3(Ranking position)</th>
<th>Total(Ranking position)</th>
<th>Tarantula(Ranking position)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fault 1</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>457</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault 2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>890</td>
<td>1290</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault 3</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>713</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moreover, we introduce a new method to calculate the ranking value and solving the multiple entries problem, which can improve the speed of learning. First we analyze the formula and determine which variable is using the highest/lowest value. We then use these values as input to calculate the ranking value. As an example, consider the following simple ranking function: failPATH(S) – passPATH(S). To ensure that this ranking function always get the highest value for each statement, failPATH(S) should...
use the maximum value in the MinMax table and passPATH(S) should use the
minimum value. The format of a MinMax table shows in Table 4.

Table 4 - MinMax Table example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>StmtNr.</th>
<th>Path Pass Max</th>
<th>Path Pass Min</th>
<th>Path Fail Max</th>
<th>Path Fail Min</th>
<th>Du-pair Pass Max</th>
<th>Du-pair Pass Min</th>
<th>Du-pair Fail Max</th>
<th>Du-pair Fail Min</th>
<th>…</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Work process and experimental setup

In this section, we describe our work process, the fault data and relevant details about the genetic programming configuration.

5.1. Work process

Our work can be divided into nine activities as shown in Figure 7. In activity 1, we identified fault types which appear frequently in two real world programs: GCC and SPACE. To extend the fault set, we generated a set of mutation faults for GCC and SPACE in activity 2. For both programs, the number of real faults is about 200 and the number of mutation faults is about 5000.

We used these faults to construct four sets of training data corresponding to the four fault types used in combination method 3. In activity 4, we selected the potentially useful math operators which were used in the genetic research of ranking functions. In

![Figure 7- Work process](image-url)
activities 5 and 6, we identified potentially useful execution profiles and investigated the three methods for combining data from different execution profiles.

We generated the input data for the genetic programming search in activity 7. The input data can be divided into two parts. One is the initial population of ranking functions. Here, each individual is generated by random selection of a set of execution profiles variables and a set of math operator. The other input is the matrixes of execution profile data for each fault. These are used in the fitness tests of the ranking functions.

In activity 8 we used genetic programming to search for ranking functions and use a fitness function to evaluate them. We use the Java open source library JGAP, which is a well-known library for implementation of genetic algorithm and genetic programming. Finally in activity 9, we compared the ranking function obtained in activity 8 and with four existing fault localization techniques.

5.2. Fault data

In our experiment, we need a lot of faults as input to the genetic program so that the program can learn the ranking functions precisely. As mentioned previously, the fault data are from GCC and SPACE. These two data sets are often used for evaluation of faults localization techniques since they consist of real faults from two widely used programs. Each program is divided into several sub-programs. The average size of the subprograms is 4000 statements in SPACE and 10000 statements in GCC. These subprograms can be divided to four subsets corresponding to the four fault types used by combination method 3. These fault types are not complete, but we believe that they are among the most common fault types.
Table 5 – The four subsets of fault types used by combination method 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Missing conditional statement</th>
<th>Missing condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Missing variable assignment</td>
<td>Missing function call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Wrong variable assignment</td>
<td>Wrong function parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Wrong branch condition</td>
<td>Missing term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Wrong branch condition</td>
<td>Missing branch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We need fault data not only for searching for new ranking functions but also for evaluating the final ranking function. The faults that are used for learning can clearly not be the same as the ones we use for evaluation, because we need to make sure the final ranking function is good for locating also other faults than those we use in the learning process. Therefore, we divide the fault data into two sets, one for learning and one for evaluating the final ranking function. There are about 1600 faults in the learning set, 400 for each fault type. Since we have more than 5000 faults in total, we use more than 3400 faults for the evaluation of the final ranking function.

5.3. Mapping execution profiles into genetic programming

In order to make use of all execution profile variables in the genetic search, we need to map them to genetic programming variables. As we mention above, each execution profile consist of 4 variables. 4 new profiles, which are supersede, surpass, totalcoverage and equivalent, consist of only one variable. Each variable maps to one variable in JGAP. In fact, our experiment use the same test cases when it collects different execution profiles’ data. So Totalfail and Totalpass can be considered as two constants. Hence, 12 execution profiles are represented by $8 \times 2 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 2 = 22$ variables in JGAP.

Operator set and terminal set are the variables that we need to input to genetic programming so that genetic programming can use them to generate ranking functions. Operator set consist of $\{+,-,\times,/,\log,\exp\}$. The terminal set is the variables that we map from the execution profiles: $\text{passStat, failStat, failBRAN, passBRAN, passPATH, failPATH}$, etc. (In total 22 variables).
5.4. Implementation of combination profiles

The MinMax value analysis function is defined as follows: first it creates a state table which contains one row for each profile variable that is used by the target ranking function. Table 6 shows an example of such a state table. This table has two columns, one is the name of the variable, for example $FailSTAT(S)$, and the other is the state of this variable. Initially the state of a variable is set to 0. After the analysis, it is set to 1, 2 or 3. A “1” means the variable should be assigned the highest value in the execution profile variable in each statement. A “2” means that the variable should be assigned the lowest value in the execution profile. A “3” means that the variable appears several times in the ranking function, and that at least one instance of the variable need the maximum value while least one other instances needs the minimum value. If a ranking function contains a variable with state 3, we discard that ranking function since we want to have only monotonic functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$FailSTAT(S)$</td>
<td>3 (Mix)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$PassSTAT(S)$</td>
<td>1 (Max)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$FailBRAN(S)$</td>
<td>2 (Min)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.5. Generation of ranking functions

Figure 8 shows the process of generating ranking functions. The first generation of ranking functions is selected totally random. We evaluate the fitness of each individual by computing a metric that reflects how well the individual can locate faults.
Each new generation of ranking functions are created from the previous generation by applying the genetic operators described above. An individual which has a high fitness value have a higher probability of being chosen as the subject of a crossover or mutation operation.

The internal of crossover and mutant are defined by JGAP, we use it just set some of configuration. There are two constraints we need to consider:

- The length of each individual (ranking function) need to be limited
- Individuals need to be monotonic

Concerning constraint one, we found that short individuals worked better than long ones. Long individuals were able to locate fault in the learning set, but did not perform well in locating faults that did not belong to the learning set. In order to address this problem, we limited the depth of the tree structure to 6.

For constraint two, we find that all ranking functions of existing techniques are monotonic. We therefore decided to throw away all non-monotonic ranking functions. We used the MinMax value analysis function to identify non-monotonic individuals.
While these constraints limit our search space, we believe it is unlikely that we have missed ranking functions that are significantly more accurate than the ones we found.

5.6. Fitness function

The fitness function is used to evaluate the effectiveness of the individuals in each generation. The calculation of the fitness value is divided into 3 steps:

1. First each variable in the ranking function is analyzed in order to create the state table described in Section 5.4.
2. Program assigns the corresponding value to all variables to compute the ranking value of each statement according to the state table.
3. Using the ranking values for each fault to evaluate the fitness of the target ranking function and then return the fitness value back to genetic programming.

In step 1, method to analysis the ranking function is focus on tree structure. This method just can analyze the operator we define, such as multiply, add, subtract, divide, Log, Exp. Then output the state table we need.

In step 2, we produce a list to store the ranking values of all statements for each fault. After we compute the ranking value of all the statements, we use the ranking list to start step 3.

In step 3, using the ranking value of faulty statement as sample to check how many statements’ ranking value higher than sample. Then, we collect all these numbers for each fault and sum up them as target ranking function’s fitness value in genetic programming.

After genetic programming use fitness function to evaluate all the individuals, genetic programming starts to sort the population according to the fitness value. The individual which has highest fitness value will set as a sample to mutant and crossover for generating next generation.
5.7. Execution of the genetic program

Since the size of the learning set is large, we cannot run the genetic program within one computer. We designed the program to run in a distributed environment with a distributed file system. The program was divided into several parts, one master and many slaves. The master program handles the core data of genetic programming while the slaves evaluate the ranking functions within each generation concurrently.

Hence, after the population of a new generation has been generated, the master program put each individual into a temporary directory which is shared by the other computers. We then start the slaves to evaluate the individuals and write the result back to the temporary directory. After this, the master program searches the result of each individual in the temporary directory. The master program was run in a computer with a dual-core CPU while the slave programs were run on eight computers with 16 cores and on 10 computers with 4 cores.

Due to limitations in computing power, our experiments were terminated after approximately 200 generations. The population size was set to 5000, with a mutation rate of 0.05, and crossover rate of 0.1.

6. Result and analysis

As previously described, we used genetic programming to search for four ranking functions, one for each of the fault types described in Table 5. The four ranking functions are shown Table 7.
Table 7 - Formulas on four subsets fault types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fault type no.</th>
<th>Ranking functions</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>((SUPRASS * failCALLSTACK) + (passFUNC - passPAIR)) + (failSTAT² * SUPRASS)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(SUPRASS - passPAIR) * ((EQUIVALENT * passPATH-PAIR) + (SUPRASS * failPATH-CALLSTACK))</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>((Exp(failPAIR)) - passPAIR) * (SUPRASS * failCALLSTACK)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>failPAIR * ((SUPRASS * failPREDICATE) - (passBRANCH - passPATH))</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8 shows the effectiveness of the ranking functions for their respective fault types. The table shows for each fault type the number faults having a fault localization effort below a certain percentage value. The fault localization effort for a given fault is determined by its ranking position and is expressed as the percent of statements that the developer must examine before he or she examines the faulty statement. (It is assumed that developer examines the statements in the order suggested by the ranking function.) As an example, we see that 120 out of 1731 faults of type 1 could be located by examining less than 0.1% of statements. We can conclude that a majority of the faults (76.8% for type 1, 79.3% for type 2, 86.9% for type 3, and 96.7% for type 4) can be located by examining no more than 10% of the statements.

Table 8 – Fault localization effort (percent of statements examined) for each fault type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1% statements examined</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1% statements examined</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>528</td>
<td>696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5% statements examined</td>
<td>1216</td>
<td>1072</td>
<td>815</td>
<td>1095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% statements examined</td>
<td>1329 (76.8%)</td>
<td>1360 (79.3%)</td>
<td>967 (86.9%)</td>
<td>1201 (96.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% statements examined</td>
<td>1645</td>
<td>1592</td>
<td>1027</td>
<td>1230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of faults of this type in evaluation set..</td>
<td>1731</td>
<td>1716</td>
<td>1113</td>
<td>1242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average % examined to locate all faults</td>
<td>5.198%</td>
<td>6.598%</td>
<td>9.811%</td>
<td>3.156%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
However, when we debug a real program we do not know the type of the fault that we are looking for. We therefore combine the four ranking functions into a single ranking function, as described in Section 4 to locate the fault. Table 9 shows the result for the combined ranking function.

Table 9 - Result of total

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1% statements examined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1% statements examined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5% statements examined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% statements examined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% statements examined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total faults number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average % locate all faults</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9 shows that we are able to locate 62.157% faults within 5% statements examined and 91.843% faults within 20% statements examined. Total number of faults that we use for evaluation is 5811. Also, we compare our result to three other ranking functions, namely, Tarantula, Ochiai and Hybrid. The results are shown in Figure 9. We get about 5% improvement with 10% statements examined and 10% improvement with 20% statements examined comparing to the second best technique, which is the hybrid [2]. Tarantula [4] locates about 50% faults within 5% statements examined and 60% faults within 10% statements examined for our fault set.
7. Conclusion and future work

In Section 4 we introduce three methods to combine different execution profiles. We found that Combination Method 1 was infeasible due to its computational complexity and that Combination Method 2 gave bad results. Hence, the result part just contains data from Combination Method 3.

Our results show that the ranking functions derived through genetic programming performs better than the Hybrid, Tarantula and Ochiai ranking functions. Our technique was able to locate almost 92% of the faults by examining 20% of the statements. This is an improvement of more than 10% compared to the Hybrid technique, which was the second best technique. But this is not enough for real world program, since if the program has 1000K statements then 1% statements is 10K statements which is still a big time-consuming work.
Hence, I think there is existing one method which can improve much more than I found. Maybe there is one execution profile or a combination method that have not yet been explored.

Meanwhile, our experiment just focuses on single fault. But in real world, most of the program has multi-faults problems. So this problem is another big issue in future works.

Finally, computing power is the main issue in our experiment. Since if we have very powerful computing facilities we can use Combination Method 1 to make experiment much more precisely. Also, we can try more execution profiles in genetic programming. So we can try to re-run the experiment again if we can get powerful computer in future.
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